THE DE LAVAL MAGNETIC COMBINE MILKING SYSTEM AT THE CENTURY OF PROGRESS
De Laval's Contribution to Clean Milk Production

Arrow Points to Location of Milking Parlor

THIS wonderful Brook Hill Certified Milk exhibit at the Century of Progress is meeting with sensational success. Hundreds of thousands of people have already seen this new way of milking cows and their comments are full of wonder and praise.

This great system of milk production, in which the cows are brought, a few at a time, into a milking parlor or milking display room, which can be kept spotlessly clean, combines in one operation the milking, weighing and conveying of the milk from cow to bottle, through a closed system, so that the milk is never exposed to contamination. It is unquestionably the most efficient method of producing clean milk that has ever been devised.

Already the leading dairies in various parts of the country are utilizing the milking parlor and the De Laval Combine Milker, not only as a means of producing clean milk at low cost but as an effective and economical way of advertising and selling milk as well.

Milk consumers are intensely interested in seeing this new way of milking cows and will go considerable distances to watch the cows being milked in this way; and many who do so are so favorably impressed that they naturally want such milk for their own use. Dairies so equipped have increased their business surprisingly.

The method of milking the cows with the Combine Milker is exactly the same as with the famous De Laval Magnetic Milkers of the pail type, of which there are thousands in use.

The patented and exclusive De Laval method of magnetically controlled and uniform pulsations as embodied in De Laval Milkers, is the best method that has ever been devised.

Cows like and respond to this way of milking. It is pleasing to them; gentle yet stimulating in action, works in harmony with their delicate milk-secreting organism, and they produce more milk as a result. This is evidenced by the fact that many De Laval milked cows have made world's champion production records.

Leading dairy authorities use and endorse De Laval Milkers and there are more in use throughout the world than of any other make.

For further information call on or write your nearest De Laval office.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY
New York       Chicago       San Francisco
165 Broadway   600 Jackson Blvd.   61 Beale St.
OTHER DE LAVAL PRODUCTS

De Laval Magnetic Milker

The only milker with magnetic and uniform pulsations combined with alternating action. Milks faster, cleaner, better. Simple and dependable in operation. Thousands in use in leading dairies of the world. Furnished in outfits for milking one to 1000 or more cows.

De Laval Utility Milker

The best low-priced quality milker on the market. Furnished as complete outfits or single or double units for use with any existing single pipe milker installation.

De Laval Cream Separators

Dr. De Laval invented the first continuous discharge centrifugal cream separator in 1878, and in the 56 years since then De Laval Separators have led the world in efficiency, economy and ease of operation and in durability.

They are made in a great variety of styles and sizes, ranging in capacities capable of separating 11,000 pounds of milk per hour, as used in the large creameries and milk plants, down to the smallest size separator suitable for separating the milk from one cow.